Mission Statement

At St Anthony’s Catholic Primary School we strive to provide an education of excellence, through commitment to the Catholic tradition and living in a community where respect, justice and faith are celebrated.
BOYS SUMMER: Grey shorts: Stubbies style number SEO57T (elastic) regulation sky blue shirt. Grey socks, to be visible above the shoe and to cover the ankle. Plain black school leather lace up shoes, black elastic sided boots, brown or navy school sandals with covered toe. Shoes are to have no coloured stitching. (Terms 1 + 4)

BOYS WINTER: Same as for summer except that long grey trousers may be worn. (Terms 2 + 3)

GIRLS SUMMER: Choice of pale blue check dress or navy dress shorts/skirt worn with regulation school shirt. School dress length must touch the floor when kneeling. White socks to be visible above the shoe and to cover the ankle. Plain black leather lace up school shoes, ‘Mary Jane’ style shoe, brown or navy school sandals with covered toe. Heels no higher than 2.5cm. (Terms 1 + 4)

GIRLS WINTER: Maroon tartan skirt or pinafore. Regulation school shirt. Choice of skirt/pinafore or navy tailored trousers. Navy blue tights, or white socks, or navy socks only to be worn with trousers. Plain black leather lace up school shoes, or ‘Mary Jane’ style shoe. Shoes are to have no coloured stitching and heels are to be no more than 2.5cm high. (Terms 2 + 3)

SCHOOL POLAR FLEECE JUMPER: The following may be worn with any of the uniforms: Maroon school polar fleece long sleeve zip up jumper. Either full zip jacket or collar zip with embroidered school crest.

GLOVES/SCARVES/BEANIES: May be worn in winter only and are to be in school colours of plain maroon or navy. No checks, tartans, stripes etc. These may only be worn outside. A blue spray jacket may be worn as a raincoat.

HAIR/ACCESSORIES: Hair should be neat and tidy. Hair longer than shoulder length must be tied back from face. Hair is to be of Natural Colour. Hair is to be cut no shorter than a # 3 cut. Plain or checked navy blue, light blue or maroon ribbons, headbands or scrunchies are the only accessories allowed. These can be a variety of widths. Any ribbon or hair accessory made from uniform material is acceptable also. Clips and hair bands should be of hair colour or navy. Hair accessories to match the seasonal uniform.

UNISEX SPORTS UNIFORM: Navy blue LWR basketball shorts or navy blue fleece track pants with or without cuff at ankle. St Anthony’s sports top with embroidered logo. All socks or anklets will be all white and cover the ankles. No logos on sport clothing allowed, excluding sneakers. Sneakers should be lace up or Velcro and be predominantly white. Large chunky (i.e. skate shoes) sneakers and sneakers that provide little or no support (i.e. Dunlop Volleys) are not acceptable. Laces should be white and done up, not tucked in and white only.

After School Sports Uniform: Details of uniform for team sport for school children will be available from coordinators.

Jewellery: Earrings are to be plain round metal stud or plain sleeper and only one per ear in the ear lobe. A simple strap watch may be worn. A small necklace of a Religious significance may be worn under uniform. These are the only jewellery pieces, which may be worn with the school uniform.

Hats: Navy blue St Anthony’s bucket hat (wide brimmed St Anthony’s hat permitted in 2013 and 2014) is compulsory in Term 1 and Term 4. Many children leave these at school to wear during recess, lunch and outside activities.

School bag: Regulation maroon school bag with school crest.

Art Smock: Children require a smock or large shirt to cover clothing during art lessons.

No makeup or nail polish is to be worn with any school uniform.